Outside

Matters
In the early days oflmpressionism, the artist

Claude Monet set himself adrift in a customized painting-boat (fig. 1), leaving behind
solid ground and the studio's filtered light and belaboured techniques, and leaving behind
as well Parisian intrigue and politics. It was from this position of outside-ness that the
artist would grapple with nature's most elemental and insubstantial phenomena. Water,
light, and atmosphere would be transformed into modern colours and shapes. In this
way, nature would eventually make its way back to the metropolis. About a hundred
years later, in 1970,Robert Smithson conceived his Floating Island, an unrealized project
that was meant to wend its way around the borough of Manhattan, pulled by a little tugboat. Complete with trees, bushes, rocks, earth, and a meandering path, Smithson's
"island" was an apparently real piece of nature, presented without undue aesthetic embellishments (fig. 2). At the same time, this floating landscape generated its own poetics of
skies and earth in motion, and so Monet's and Smithson's landscape projects would seem
to have some commonality. In the twentieth century, however, the stakes are quite different
when artists decide to situate themselves, their practice, or their artworks outdoors. What
might be the value, at the present time, of seeking outside spaces, or natural spaces? This
question has been addressed by the philosophers Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand
Plateaux, where they argue that "one cannot write sufficiently in the name of an outside.

The outside has no image, no signification, no subjectivity." Even if it isn't really possible
to escape from language, society, and the symbolic order of things, it is still necessary to
imaginatively posit oneself in an "other" place. The concept of outside-ness would therefore continue to have great metaphoric value. 1
Throughout

the nineteenth century artists rushed to set up their easels outdoors.

There was immense rhetorical power attached to the notion of pleinairisme (open-air
painting). This had become a gesture enacted against academies and other institutions
of art, which decreed that in order for nature to be transformed into art there was need of
I

Gilles Del euze and Felix Guatt a ri,A Thousand Plateaux (London: Th e Athlone Press, 1988), p.23.
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a narrative structure, derived from a stock of religious, mythological, and literary stories.
Nature was therefore narrativized. Most modern artists were determined to divest their
landscapes of saints, goddesses, and heroes, but it was not always so easy to shrug off this
cast of characters, who seemed to show up whenever an artist so much as glanced at a
bit of scenery. Referring to a pastoral scene by Camille Corot, Emile Zola once remarked
that much as he admired the painter's technique he only wished Corot would kill off once
and for all the nymphs who continued to wander through his otherwise naturalistic
country environments (fig. 3).2 This attitude is characteristically modern, and indeed it
can be said that modern landscape art was founded on the wish to de-narrativize nature.
Perhaps nature didn't have to appear in the guise of an idealized past, and perhaps it was
not necessary for people to carry around in their heads previously-formed

pictures of

Arcadia, Eden, Cythera, or Atlantis. Instead, during the nineteenth century, it became
desirable to head out-of-doors on one's own, and to confront nature on its own. The apparently direct encounter between an individual and the realm of nature could be radical
and modern, aesthetically productive, and even utopian.
Nature as a concept is notoriously difficult to grasp. Is it a place, an essence, a system? The book of nature can provide us with structure, order, encoded information. A
more romantic approach would say that nature is what exists just beyond culture, history,
2 See Michael Clarke, Corot (London: South Bank Centre, 1991 ), p. 8.

fig., Claude Monet, The Boat Studio (Le bateau-atelier), 1876, oil on canvas, 72 x 59.8 cm, The Barnes
Foundation, Merion, Pennsylvania fig.2 Robert Smithson, Study for Floating Island to Travel around Manhattan Island, 1970, pencil on paper, 48.3 x 61 cm, Estate of Robert Smithson, courtesy of the James Cohan
Gallery, New York, collection of Joseph E. Seagram & Sons
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civilization, convention, and habit; making contact with this realm can therefore be challenging and liberating. The very questioning of what nature might mean is indeed worked
into the practice of modern landscape art. Landscape art can be approached as a form of
visual knowledge. To return to Monet's radiant maelstroms of paint (the works he would
have produced while in his boat-studio and as a result of other plein-air experiences), this
natural universe is not a static and unchanging background, nor does it serve as a restful
antidote to modern urban life. Instead, in these paintings the whole atmosphere is animated; nature seems to be in constant motion. In the late nineteenth century, the outside
could be made strangely electric, perhaps as much so as the newly electrified and industrialized city.
Leaving the city to find inspiration or rejuvenation in nature is nothing new in the
history of occidental culture, but we should ask how this aesthetic gesture has acquired
different meanings over time. Robert Smithson participated in the aesthetic rediscovery
of natural spaces and phenomena by North American and European artists working
under the banners of Earthworks, Land Art, and what can be described more generally
as "conceptual landscape art," during the 1960s and '70s. For some twentieth-century
artists there was a primitivist appeal to working in the desert or forest, as if imitating nonEuropean native markings on the land allowed them to tap into a mythic substratum of
nature. Thus, like some of their nineteenth-century

counterparts, such artists seemed to

fig.3 Camille Corot, Une matinee (La danse des nymphes), c. 1850, oil on canvas, 98 x 131 cm, Musee
du Louvre, Paris
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turn to nature even as they turned away from the complexities of modern life. The gesture
towards nature or an outside space can have a more ambiguous kind of aesthetic allure,
however, in that conceptual landscapes don't always provide a window onto a lush and
inviting green space. Many Earthwork artists, Minimalist sculptors, and Conceptualists,
for instance , headed for the outdoors because they wanted to unmoor artworks from their
museological fixity. An art object removed from its wall-bracket or pedestal and taken
outside the normative gallery setting would enter into a whole new set of relations with
its surrounding environment. As Rosalind Krauss has remarked, "the ambition of minimalism was ... to relocate the origins of sculpture's meaning to the outside, no longer
modelling its structure on the privacy of psychological space but on the public, conventional nature of what might be called cultural space."3 There are many ways, then, to
interpret how artists situate themselves and th eir artwork either outdoors or outside. In
the contemporary era, artists' outward moves are not always seeking primary contact
with nature, in an unspoiled outdoor environment, and yet the value of reaching for a
heterogeneous "outside" remains.
Smithson's artwork is particularly fascinating because he problematized questions
of exteriority, site, and site-specificity while continuing to engage with landscape fictions.
Smithson's Floating Island (which exists only as a drawing) is unusual because it is a
landscape-in-motion.

If Monet did his utmost to provide the illusion of movement and

change in nature, Smithson literalized this aesthetic gesture. At the same tim e, this rectangular landscape can be thought of as a miniaturized replica of New York City's Central
Park, which Smithson greatly admired-largely

because the park arose out of the same

kind of used-up, entropic environment that he himself was drawn to. The park was
worth mimicking because it was a stupendous piece of artifice, not a lost natural paradise.4
And so a replicated bit of scenery would circumnavigate the city, while at the same time
corresponding to forces, spaces, and desires eman ating from within the city. If the Floating
Island does function as a type of ideal natural space, this might be by virtue of its inacces-

sibility. Around and aro und the diminutiv e island goes, without anyone setting foot on
it-and

so it remains a site of imaginative refug e.

3 Emphasis mine. Rosalind Krauss, Passagesin ModernSculpture (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1977), p. 270. 4 Smithson's
body of writing is an essential part of his practice; he was often critica l of so-called ecolog ists who wanted to
"return" to a prelapsarian, pure state of nature, because this was an undialectical understanding of how land scapes appear and are used over time. See "Frederic Law Olmsted and the Dialectical Landscape," in Robert
Smithson: The Collected Writings, ed. Jack Flam (Berkeley : University of California Press, 1996),pp. 157-171.

Landscape

and

Utopia

Pastoral is a dream of time - of leisure sewn into exertion, snatched from it easily, threaded
through the rhythms of labour and insinuating other tempos and imperatives into the working
day.s

Sometimes it is obvious that landscape art is supposed to transport us into the past. We
know by a work's title, by certain architectural signifiers, or by those telling mythological
presences, that a particular grove and patch of sky is a distinctive kind of Greco-Roman
place, cut off from us by thousands of years. Artists re-presented such sites again and
again, and it can be said that landscapes have often been possessed of a retrospective gaze;
it is as if an ideal state of nature could be located only in the distant past. Once upon an
arcadian time, the story goes, nature was reconciled with human needs and desires. In
such a place, there is no such thing as gruelling or exploitative labour. Here people are
always lolling about on verdant hillsides, and there is evidently an abundance of leisure
time, especially for dreaming, poetry, music, philosophizing, and lovemaking.
But then, the landscape genre in the occidental tradition has provided viewers with
all manner of dream-like environments and artificial paradises. Wandering through a
museum, it is not always possible to pinpoint the exact temporal and spatial coordinates
of the pleasant green spaces on display. If landscape art's fictive geographies can suggest a
long-lost golden age, at other times they seem to announce a future state of things. And
sometimes it is all rather ambiguous: the pastoral dream seems to exist in the interstices
of time, somewhere outside of the world as we know it.
Although powerful strains of nostalgia have undoubtedly informed it, landscape
is a remarkably malleable genre, both spatially and temporally. Prior to the nineteenthcentury rise of nation-states and the assertion of national schools oflandscape painting, the
iconography and pictorial effects of landscape art moved back and forth across borders.
Artists all over Europe constructed what were in effect montage-landscapes: they would
copy bits of iconic paintings by Claude Lorrain or other masters of idealization-a
ularly graceful tree, a historically-resonant
light-and

partic-

temple, a distinctive kind of late-afternoon

conjoin them to images of nature that were more specific, local, and empiri-

cally observed. Indeed, what all neo-classicists set out to accomplish in some sense was a

T.J.Cl ark, Farewell to an Idea: Episodesfrom a History of Modernism (N ew H ave n and London: Yale Univ ersity
Pr ess, 1 999), p. 70.
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synthesis, so that their tim e and place would be linked to another, more illustrious, time
and place. It is not the case, therefor e, that we can draw a line within the history of art
betwe en realistic pictures of natur e on the one hand and fantastically synthetic ones on
the other. Even in the most realistic-looking landsc ape representation, the "here and now"
is inevit ably interwoven with imag es and memories of other places and other times. Landscape art is full of these kinds of allusions and associations, of scenes that are witnessed,
imitat ed, and/or half-remembered.
Th e politics of landscape appreciation have been much discussed in recent years.
The practices of borrowing and pastiche m entioned above have not always been so innocent. This is certainly the case with rega rd to landscap e architecture, whereby ersatz or
authentic bits of classical ruins were distributed throughout English, French, or German
estates , where they might well be accompanied by mor e exotic teepees or pagodas. The
ideal landscape form would thus expa nd beyond its Mediterranean origins, developing a
kind of omnivorous global consciousness. John Barrell has written, moreov er, that landscape art often relega ted peasants to the "dark side of the landscap e," while the owners
of th e lan d position ed th emse lves as true inh eritors and re-int erpr eters of the arcadian
dream. W.J.T. Mitchell has questioned the very art-historical definition of landscap e as
the selective isolation of natural scenery, given th at this art form has so easily hidden social
conflicts and historical traumas ben eath a mantl e of sumptuous greenery. 6 At certain historic al moments, th e landscape sensibility coincided only too neatly with the historical
projects of colonialism and imp erialism.
These aspects oflandscape's history cannot be glossed over, but it is equally important to recogni ze countercurrents and alternativ e persp ectives within the Euro-American
tradition. For instance, in the remarkable landscap e art of Rubens there is no spurious
reconciliation of nature with human desire and social imperativ es. What is mad e visible
to viewers are people struggling with recalcitr ant tools, vehicles, animals, and the earth
itself , while all around th e plant-life grows in a chaotically entwined profusion (fig. 4).
Everything mov es, grows, changes before our eyes. Rub ens's landsc apes evoke the myriad
points of conflict or tension between natural and cultural things. The paintings ind eed
seem close to a contemporary und erstanding of ecosystems, in all their changeable, int erlock ed vitality. It is only in th e far-off background that all this muddy mat eriality is provisionally left behind, and we can discern a horizon-sp ace th at is crystalline and unearthly.
6

See John Barrell, The Dark Side of the Landscape (Cambr idge and New York: Cambr idge University Press, 1980),
and W.J.T. Mitchell , "Gom brich and the Rise of Landscape," in Th e Consumption of Culture 1600-1800,
ed . Ann
Bermingham and John Brewer (London and New York: Routledge, 1995).
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It was during the nineteenth century, however, that the social and aesthetic meanings of
landscape art expanded dramatically, so much so that th e genre became a central focus
of mod ernist painting. At times, it is possible to make direct links between politics and
the aestheticization of natur e. The simple but glowing works of the Barbizon school, for
instance, were taken up by certain utopian socialists as visionary glimpses of a post-revolutionary world.7 Th e quotation at the top of this section, from

T.J.Clark,

suggesting

that "pastoral is a dream of time," is part of a lengthy commentary on a late-nineteenthcentury painting by Camille Pissarro. Clark discusses Pissarro 's anarchist affiliations, and
he also examines the qualities of shadow, light, and colour that make this a mesm erizing
modern image. In this way he is anxious to prove how a seemingly nostalgic, slow-moving
evocation of nature might critically intervene in the politics of modernity.
When there are few geographic coordinates, or where there is temporal uncert ainty,
can this ambiguity actually enhance the allure oflandscape art? If we catch a glimpse of
flowery meadowland through a half-open door, or a glimmer of a horizon in the far background of a picture, there is noneth eless the promise of something ... perhaps of beauty,

fig.4 Peter Paul Rubens , An Au tumn Landscape with a View of Het Steen in the Early Moming, c. 1636,
oil on oak panel, 131.2 x 229.2 cm, National Gallery, London
7

Th e followe rs of Charles Fourier, in particular , admired Barbizon forest scenes, not as escapist fantasie s, but
as harbin ge rs of future peace and social justice. See Neil Mc Williams, Dreams of Happin;ss: Social Art and the
French Left 1830-1850 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993).
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fig.5 Joseph Beuys planting an oak tree as part of the 7000 Oaks proj ect at Documenta 7, Kassel ,
Germany, 18 March 1982 (photo Dieter Schwerdtle)

escape, or harmony with nature. Louis Marin has in fact pointed to the horizon in landscape art as an exemplary model for the utopian impulse. This is an understanding

of

utopia that does not necessarily correspond to a specific place, image, or object. For the
utopian is more likely to appear, Marin suggests, as the interval or "gap between two
frontiers or two continents, old and new worlds." 8 It is such instances of horizon-like
openness within texts or images that fuels the desire for "other" unseen places, other places
that are realms of freedom and pleasure.

Landscape

as Concept

In the early part of the twentieth century, the landscape genre was regarded by many
avant-garde artists as a retrograde, kitsch form of artistic expression. It was only in th e
late 1960s and '70s that a serious focus on nature and landscape aesthetics was rekindled
in Europe and in North America. It can be argued that geo-aesthetic concepts such as
"space," "place," "environment," "site," and especially "site-specificity," now utterly commonplace in contemporary art, can be historically linked to the landscape genre. Joseph
Beuys is a unique figure from this era, in that he attempted to forge a link betwe en political activism, environmentalism, and contemporary aesthetic concerns-with

the ritual-

ized planting of trees entitled 7000 Oaks, for instance (fig. 5). Beuys even went beyond
such specific gestures to envision an "ecological Gesamtkunstwerk," consisting of a kind
of convergence of social and individual desires, together with the neglected energies of
animal life and the non-human material world.
Many British and American artists were part of this turn to nature, while on this
side of the Atlantic the importanc e of Canadian artists to the development of a new conceptual landscape aesthetics has perhaps not been fully recognized. The work of Joyce
Wieland and Michael Snow in particular remains highly relevant to contemporary investigations, including much of what is presented in the current exhibition. While Smithson
was dreaming up his Floating Island, and working on the more celebrated Spiral Jetty,
Wieland and Snow were using photography, film, installation, performance, and a rang e
of other media to explore the aesthetics of place, ecology, spectatorship, and nationalism.
In order to re-invent landscape, Wieland, Snow, Smithson, and their contemporaries had also to grapple with the legacy of the genre-that
8

is to say, they had to come

Louis Marin, "Frontiers of Utopia: Past and Present," Critical Inquiry 19 (Winter 1993), p.417.
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to terms with the overly familiar motifs, textures, spatial illusionism, and ideological
assumptions of landscape painting. Their conceptually-oriented

art considers images,

whether historic or contemporary, within a field of signification. Thus each of their
artistic framings of nature exists in relation to other paintings, photographs, utterances,
spaces, buildings, and so forth. Sometimes the artworks present us with what seem to be
extremely fractured views, although, as noted above, the glimpse or evocation of a place
beyond has been crucial to landscape aesthetics. On the other hand, we often find a proliferation of views, readings, and interpretations. Smithson for example, produced a photographic work entitled

400

Seattle Horizons, and Wi eland made a quilted piece entitled

rn9 Views. In Wieland's book-work for th e 1971exhibition True Patriot Love, meanwhile,
there was simultaneously a surfeit of images , and a sense that each image was in itself
mysteriously incomplete in its capacity to represent th e visible world. Black-and-white
photographs were overlaid onto the pages of a government publication about Arctic
flowers: th ere are snowy vistas, the pattern of snow-shoe tracks, and stretches of blurry
scenery, as if the camera were perpetually trying to capture something just outside the
frame (fig. 6). Also, ther e are repeated sequences of a Tom Thomson painting, texts in
English, French, Inuktitut, and Gaelic, and snapshots of the artist assuming the persona
fig.6 Joyce Wieland, True Patriot Love (Ottawa: Nat iona l Gallery of Canada, 1971), pp. 60-61
© Joyce Wi eland

of the Canadian heroine Laura Secord. There is a layering of stories, histories, and arthistories, of voices and points of view. The landscape comes in and out of focus as the
pages turn, and there is a sense of movement through time and space. At times the landscape seems to be viewed from a moving vehicle, and it acquires a very modern kind of
anonymity. Other images close in on details, suggesting the slower, embodied tempo of a
walk into the landscape. The speed varies, but these entry-points are, in a way, consistent
with how traditional forms of landscape art invite the spectator to enter and "travel"
around the virtual space of the artwork.
With this book-work, Wieland's approach to landscape corresponds closely to
what Smithson so aptly described as the "dialectic between site and non-site." This important theorization relates to conceptual landscape art as a whole: "sites" are the specific
geographic locations, and "non-sites" are the maps, codes, texts, images, and various other
modes of representation that might describe a given site. It is important to recognize,
according to Smithson, that the two categories never quite match up, because "between
the actual site ... and the non-site exists a space of metaphoric significance."9 And so the
viewer is drawn into a landscape space that is associative and accumulative, where he or
she can continue the process of making meaning.
A spectator who confronts painted, photographed, or projected scenes of isolated
geographic sites is seemingly given the opportunity to perceive nature on its own-as
an entity severed from civilization, from human nature, from the perceptual matrix of
human vision. In the contemporary period, this aesthetic isolation was taken to an extreme
in Michael Snow's project, La region centrale (1970-71). Snow installed a customiz ed
movie camera in a remote part of northern Quebec, so that it might endlessly record th e
inhospitable terrain. Images of the bundled-up artist alongside his robotic machine have
entered into the lore of twentieth-century

art, reminiscent, perhaps, of how nineteenth-

century pleinairistes,brushes poised mid-air, were captured by cameras for posterity (fig. 7).
This landscape-machine

and its visual product seem de-humanized,

not only because

human culture was absent from the surveyed scenery, but because the camera moved
up, down, and around every which way, not respecting the horizontal and vertical axes
on which any kind of picturesqu e vision must be founded.

10

This natural site was not

9

Smithson, Collected Writings, p. 364. 10 Although Snow's gyrating apparatus had its own life as an art- object,
about three hour s' worth of the collected film footage was indeed publicly exhibited. The movement of La region
centralehas been described as "figure-Ss, arcs, scallops, sweeps, zigzags, horizonta l shift s, Mobius strips, tipping and
rocking of the image within the frame, along with a shaking effect and ang ling or tilting of the image within the
frame" (Regina Cornwell,SnowSeen: The Filmsand Photographs
of MichaelSnow [Toronto: Peter Martin, 1980],p. 111).
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filtered and softened through an artist's subjectivity, it was not anchored by orthogonal
pictorial structures, it was not interpenetrated

in any explicit way by myths, stories, or

histories. It is as if Snow had attempted to divest his project of all those qualities that
render the non-human world meaningful, and perhaps even beautiful. And yet, Snow
himself insisted on situating his work within a painting tradition, for he announced about
this project, "I want to make a gigantic landscape film equal in terms of film to the great
landscape paintings of Cezanne, Poussin, Corot, Monet, Matisse, and, in Canada, the
Group of Seven." 11 Perhaps La region centrale reminds us that, whatever the location of
the scenery, whatever the medium, landscape representations always involve more than
a sense of "being there." On the contrary, even the simplest act of framing a scene implies
a process of metaphoric dislocation. It is worth remembering that throughout the 1970s
both Snow and Wieland continued to develop projects where the landscape was set in
motion in different ways. Wieland would go on to make her own version of the great
Canadian landscape film, The Far Shore (1976), which unlike Snow's project, would embrace narrative and sentiment. For his part, Snow's Plus tard transformed a roomful of
iconic Group of Seven paintings into a kind of moving panorama, or, to use Alexander
Wilson's phrase, into "events in automotive time."

Ecology-The

Inside

12

View

Landscape art doesn't need to arise out of a materially-evident

plot of land, nor will it

always provide an illusionistic arrangement of trees, earth, sky, and so forth. Even so,
the ecological consciousness of recent years has changed things. Even as we acknowledge
landscape art's dislocations and hallucinatory qualities, the fragility of natural ecosystems
leads us to consider anew the very ground we walk on, the water we drink, the air we
breathe . With the prospect of ecological ruination, the materiality of nature asserts itself.
It has often been intriguing to artists that the non-human natural world can mimic
the malleability of human history. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, however,
there is a more and more disquieting awareness of how catastrophically mutable natural
spaces and phenomena can be. There is not only the matter of pollution and the depletion
of natural resources, but also the re-shuffling of genetic material in laboratories. Such
dystopian developments have had an enormous influence on how nature is perceived and
represented.
11

Quoted in Cornwell, p. 114.

12

Alexander Wilson, The Culture of Nature (Toronto: Between the Lines), p. 34.

The idea of rising above or stepping back

to

get an adequate perspective on the

world has been a central conceit oflandscape representation. But what is the optimal distance for viewing natural sites and phenomena? There is a strange and wonderful painting by the seventeenth-century artist Salva tor Rosa that suggests just how close it is possible
to get: we are shown the philosopher Empedocles throwing himself into the crater of
Mount Etna for the sake of knowledge. As spectators of landscape, we usually seem to
float above and outside a fictive natural space, but here we are pulled down, plunging
directly into the earth. In this remarkable image the relationship between figure and
ground is as unstable as it can be. Part of the fascination with volcanoes in centuries past
fig.7 Production

still during filming of Michael Snow's La region centrale, 1970 (photo Joyce

Wieland)
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fig.8 Robert Smithson , Spiralj etty film sti lls, 1970, black-and-white silver ge latin prints, 3 panels,
64.1 x 110.5 cm eac h, Estate of Robert Smithson, cou rt esy of the Jam es Cohan Gallery, New York,
collect ion of Museet for Samtidkunst, Os lo

was that it seemed possible, momentarily, to glimpse nature from up close and inside, to
witness something of the planet's inner power and structure. And so there is the possibility that landscapes can, in a manner of speaking, get turned inside out, unearthing a
network of natural, social, and psychic systems. What was previously underground, or
hidden beneath a strip of beautifying turf, can become visible.
These days, it is the movies that most often capitalize on the inner workings of
nature, transforming these elemental energies into a form of spectacular visual entertainment. The blockbuster films of recent years have featured monster hurricanes, tornadoes,
volcanoes, and the like. The narratives tend

to

be rudimentary: a few ordinary, well-

meaning people are exposed and on the run, and then a repertoire of marvellous special
effects is deployed. An underground fire bursts through city streets, or a ferocious wind
hurls objects through space; water, air, and earth heave sublimely. We watch these setpieces avidly, admiring in equal parts the artificiality, the technical wizardry, but also the
apparent naturalism. Our appreciation has little to do with knowledge of specific sites, ecosystems, or communities, because here nature appears as a timeless, uncontrollable force.
In this context, contemporary kinds of ground-level landscape art provide other
layers of meaning, so that nature appears to have a range of historical, utilitarian, commemorative, oneiric, or utopian meanings. Works of art can provide outside points of view,
giving a sense of perspective about how nature intersects with human history; and then
there are inside positions, an immersion in the earth itself. Outside or inside-from

which

position do we gain more knowledge, or derive more imaginative pleasure? Smithson's

SpiralJetty consisted of a film, photographs, drawings, a torrent of words, and a pile of
rocks-and

it remains an exemplary work of landscape art to the present day, even if

the rocks themselves can no longer be seen on Great Salt Lake (fig. 8). The artist wasn't
attempting some kind of primary contact with wilderness, because this site had been used
and subsequently abandoned by oil prospectors. It was therefore a historical site, already
registered in human history, which Smithson only continued to frame and re-frame.
Gradually, however, the images and words of Spiral Jetty succeed in luring the viewer
inwards and downwards, into a kind of geotropic swoon that seems likely to result in a
bodily absorption into the earth. Smithson did not avoid showing aerial overviews of his
rocky promontory, but it was clearly not through such loftiness that knowledge or
aesthetic pleasure would be achieved.

'3

The language in the Spiral Jetty essay certainly

13
It is of int erest that SpiralJetty app ea red at about the time that American astronauts' first .bluish photographs
of th e ea rth were widely publicized. Smithson once referr ed to th e moonshot as a d emora lizing, "very expe nsive
non-sit e" (Smithson, Collected Writings, p. 268).

emphasized this tension. While at times the shape, colour, and material composition of the
project is described in quasi-scientific or archaeological terms, Smithson would also resort
to extremely lurid prose: "Chemically speaking, our blood is analogous in composition
to the primordial seas. Following the spiral steps we return to our origins, back to some
pulpy protoplasm, a floating eye adrift in an antediluvian ocean." 4 This downward spiral
1

can be understood as a strategy for relinquishing visual mastery; no longer is there a virtual eye in the sky, seeing and knowing everything. Instead, Spiraljetty sinks us into an
"antediluvian" earth, and into a much deeper past than the scant few-thousand-year
regression of arcadian landscape painting.

1

5

Perhaps it is a genuinely utopian project, at the present time, to re-imagine our
inherited archive of arcadias and other natural dream-worlds. The landscape-related artworks of Smithson and many contemporary artists seem to momentarily bring nature,
history, and utopia together, through different kinds of social space and across timelines.
The on-going relevance of this approach was eloquently described by Ernst Bloch, as he
traced the utopian impulse from its early days, when the planet was not yet fully mapped
and it seemed possible that remote idyllic places still awaited discovery. Bloch spoke of
recuperating some remnants of discarded maps, stories, images, and objects, for it was
amongst this rubbish-heap of historical longings that one could still find glimmers of a
world beyond. It is not a question of transcending the material, the historical, the earthly,
and the bodily. For even if no far-off corners of the world remain to be discovered, Bloch
argued that utopia still exists in the earth, in the materiality and thing-ness of the everyday world around us. "Almost nothing has survived of the geographical dream in its old
form. Nevertheless, the earth has not been fully learnt, nor, in spatio-temporal terms,
fully expressed."

•

16

Johanne

Sloan

14
Smithson, Collected Writings, p. 148. 15 The 1999 acquisition by the Dia Center for the Arts of the Spiral jetty
site in Utah could mean, unfortunately, that an effort might be made to reverse the artwork's sublime, entropic
disappearance. 16 Ernst Bloch, The Principle of Hope (Oxford: Basil Blackwell 1986), p. 760.
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